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ABSTRACT
Geo-analysis models can be shared and reused via model-services to
support more effective responses to risks and help to build a sustainable
world. The deployment of model-services typically requires significant
effort, primarily because of the complexity and disciplinary specifics of
geo-analysis models. Various modelling participants engage in the
collaborative modelling process: geo-analysis model resources are
provided by model providers, computational resources are provided by
computational resource providers, and the published model-services are
accessed by model users. This paper primarily focuses on model-service
deployment, with the basic goal of providing a collaboration-oriented
method for modelling participants to conveniently work together and
make full use of modelling and computational resources across an open
web environment. For model resource providers, a model-deployment
description method is studied to help build model-deployment
packages; for computational resource providers, a computational
resource description method is studied to help build model-service
containers and connectors. An experimental system for sharing and
reusing geo-analysis models is built to verify the capability and
feasibility of the proposed methods. Through this strategy, modellers
from dispersed regions can work together more easily, thus providing
dynamic and reliable geospatial information for Future Earth studies.
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1. Introduction

Along with Future Earth studies that seek to integrate and develop knowledge from all related
research disciplines and further support more effective responses to risks while building a sustainable
world (Griggs et al. 2013; Chen, Ban, and Li 2014; Dobbs, Kendal, and Nitschke 2014), there is an
increasing demand for the ability to integrate multi-disciplinary knowledge and process complex
geospatial information (Parsons 2011; Li, Xiong, and Ou 2011; Butt and Li 2012; Veenendaal
et al. 2014). Geo-analysis models that come from various research fields, including both social
dimension (e.g. Chen et al. 2013a; Torrens and McDaniel 2013; Luo and MacEachren 2014, Luo
et al. 2014; Torrens 2015) and physical dimension (e.g. Gutierrez et al. 2013; Jørgensen 2015; Li
et al. 2015), can be employed to solve complex geo-problems, support comprehensive decisions,
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and process more dynamic and synthetic geospatial information for Future Earth studies (Basnyat
et al. 2000; Claussen et al. 2002; Brovelli et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2015). In this context, the Digital
Earth concept was initially proposed to assist researchers in integrating, utilizing, and sharing
data and information resources; currently, however, this concept is entering a new stage that calls
for predicting the future state of the Earth by employing and integrating various mechanism pro-
cesses and models (Craglia et al. 2008; Goodchild 2008, 2012; Guo, Liu, and Zhu 2010; Goodchild
et al. 2012; Skidmore and Woodgate 2012; Chen et al. 2015), for which geo-analysis models are a
very important tool (Zhang et al. 2015).

Geo-analysis models are developed by research individuals or groups scattered all over the world,
and the execution of geo-analysis models often involves substantial computational power and signifi-
cant amounts of data (Dickinson et al. 2006; Zhang, Zhao, and Li 2010; Hofer 2014; Müller 2015).
Collecting these model (and model-related) resources in a centralized mode can reduce the difficulty
of sharing knowledge to some extent; however, the collaboration of dispersed researchers is limited
(Reichardt 2010; Arciniegas, Janssen, and Rietveld 2013). In response, the development of web tech-
nology in sharing, reusing, and integrating geo-analysis models in a web environment has been
widely accepted and approved as an efficient way to help modellers work collaboratively (Chen
et al. 2013b; Chang and Li 2013; Laniak et al. 2013).

The continual evolution of the Internet and web technology has largely promoted the efficient
management, sharing, and computation methods of geo-analysis model resources (Granell, Díaz,
and Gould 2010; Yang et al. 2011; Zhao, Foerster, and Yue 2012). ‘Distributed computing’ has
been widely used in processing geospatial data over the web; and various distributed computing plat-
forms, such as grids, clusters, and clouds, are available (Foster et al. 2008; Todorova et al. 2010). Grid
computing and cluster computing primarily focus on intensive resource sharing and innovative
applications (Shi, Shortridge, and Bartholic 2002; Chen et al. 2009) and are widely used to conduct
high-performance computing (Thakker, Abdul, and Potdar 2015); cloud computing has been
approved as one of the most promising approaches to make full use of dispersed resources and pro-
vide powerful computation capability (Tsai, Sun, and Balasooriya 2010; Wen et al. 2013). Character-
ized by transparency, openness, and extendable, adaptable, and alternative services, cloud computing
provides the possibility of dynamically sharing and integrating various geo-analysis models (Yang,
Xu, and Nebert 2013; Evangelidis et al. 2014). These web-service architectures can facilitate the effi-
cient sharing of distributed model resources, and an open web environment for sharing, reusing, and
integrating geo-analysis models and model-related resources can be built based on a hybrid of differ-
ent computing architectures (Khan et al. 2012; Yue et al. 2013). Extensive efforts have been applied to
model-service and geo-processing methods, including the evaluation of the scalability feature of a
Web Processing Service (WPS) implemented in the cloud (Yue et al. 2013), the design, and testing
of integrating cloud computing with spatial data infrastructures (SDIs) (Steiniger and Hunter 2012),
the expansion of combining local and public IT-infrastructure to meet quality of service (QoS)
requirements (Baranski et al. 2011; Li et al. 2012), and research on placing geospatial services in
the cloud (Krämer and Senner 2015). Modellers can more conveniently communicate with each
other through this open web environment.

Since the proposal of service-oriented architecture (SOA), a range of research and technical
approaches have been studied to allow for interactions between ‘service providers’ (servers) and ‘ser-
vice consumers’ (clients). According to SOA, geo-analysis models and data are offered as services
that are available via web communication interfaces or standards. The Web Service Description
Language (WSDL) and Open Geospatial Consortium, Web Processing Service (OGC WPS) stan-
dards are two notable and continually updated web communication approaches used to build mod-
elling services (also called geo-processing services) (Han et al. 2015; Thakker, Abdul, and Potdar
2015). Both WSDL-based and WPS-based modelling services focus on the provision of capabilities,
such as the ability to access data and invoke data processing computations (Giuliani et al. 2012).
With regard to sharing and integrating geo-analysis models through the web, many researchers
have studied methods to transition WPS services (Schaeffer 2008), to search for and acquire
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geospatial data (Evangelidis et al. 2014), to develop a geo-processing workflow (Yang, Xie, and Xu
2014), to compose and orchestrate different geo-web services (Di Giovanni et al. 2014; Wu et al.
2014), and to discover and select model services (Matheus 2013; Wang et al. 2014; Lartigau et al.
2015). Although different model services can be coupled to conduct distribution computations (e.
g. web service chains and orchestrations), the lack of user control and interactivity between model
services and model providers/users still limit reusability and interoperability when solving complex
geo-problems and simulating synthetic Earth environments in an open web environment (Laniak
et al. 2013; Lin, Chen, and Lu 2013a, 2013b). The available model services are published by research
groups or enterprises, but it is difficult for volunteers to contribute and publish their models as a
model service (Miller and Goodchild 2014; Hou et al. 2015).

Among these problems, deploying various geo-analysis models in different distributed compute
nodes is one of the difficulties that significantly influence the sharing and integrating of model
resources.Whenmodellers attempt to collaboratively work to solve complex problems, the deployment
of geo-analysis model services typically requires excessive effort due to the complexity and disciplinary
specifics of geo-analysis models (the execution of a model can require specific hardware conditions and
software environments). In addition, to fully utilize distributed computational resources,

different modelling participants must be involved in the collaborative modelling process: (1)
model providers can provide various geo-analysis model resources but may not have the necessary
computational resources to publish their model services; (2) computational resource providers can
provide different computational resources and help with publishing model services; and (3) based on
the collaboration of model providers and computational resource providers, models must be
deployed in appropriate compute nodes where model users can access the published model services.
Furthermore, in some cases, model users may wish to transfer their interested model services to their
own computers (local or worldwide); thus, information on how to deploy these model services is also
necessary.

In order for modellers to successfully deploy a model service, it is important that the modellers
understand the model requirements (e.g. hardware/software dependencies and internally referenced
data). In addition, computational resources also relate to the deployment of a variety of model services.
In an open web environment, a range of diverse compute nodes can be provided by individuals or
organizations; modellers must discover and select appropriate compute nodes according to the
demands of a specific model service and then deploy these services. This study primarily focuses on
reducing the difficulties of deploying a variety of geo-analysis model services that significantly affect
and hinder the collaboration of modellers to conduct integrated modelling research. The basic goal
of this deployment strategy is to provide a collaboration-oriented method for modellers to more con-
veniently work together and make full use of model and computational resources across an open web
environment. Therefore, this paper studies the methods for describing model-deployment information
and computational resource information. Based on this information, a collaborative strategy is
designed (1) for model providers to describe the deployment information, (2) for computation provi-
ders to describe the computational information, and (3) for modellers to deploy model resources in
distributed compute nodes and coordinate the organization of various model services.

The basic concept behind the collaboration-oriented deployment strategy is introduced in Section
2. In Section 3, the detailed model-deployment information description method and computational
information description method are explained and the computational registration and deployment
management architecture is also introduced. Section 4 presents the realization of a prototype system
and related experiments. Finally, the conclusions and a discussion of the study are presented in Sec-
tion 5.

2. Basic concept

Based on the above analysis, model services should be published in a compute node (also called a web
node, cloud node, or server) so that model users can recall and invoke them to conduct distributed
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computation. As seen in Figure 1, the model-deployment strategy consists of two main processes:
(1) model resource providers describe the ready-to-be-offered model and submit this to the
model resource library as formed in the modelling environment; and (2) computational resource
providers sufficiently describe the ready-to-be-offered compute node and register it into the compu-
tational resource library as organized in the modelling environment. Different model services can be
created and published.

through these two libraries, and general modellers can discover relevant model resources and
access available model services. The two methods are designed to help modelling participants
more conveniently contribute their model resources or computational resources into the modelling
environment and build reusable and available model services.

The model-deployment description interface is primarily designed to describe the deployment
information of a geo-analysis model. Because the realization of geo-analysis models depends on
diverse hardware architectures, software platforms, and programming runtimes, the organization
of this information should be flexible and extendable. Both description and packaging methods
are required to help model providers more easily encapsulate original models and support more
automatic service deployment.

The computation resource description interface must include methods that describe the con-
ditions (deployment-related) of a ready-to-be-offered compute node. Model services should be pub-
lished using certain service containers, such as Internet Information Service (IIS, Microsoft), Apache
(Oracle), or other applications. Once a model service has been published, the communication
methods between clients and the server are assigned [e.g. by using a SOAP-based (Simple Object
Access Protocol) method or REST-based (Representation State Transmission) method]. Thus, the
methods used to organize the service container information, service communication information,
and computer conditions are included in the computational resource description interface.

Based on the model-deployment description interface and computational resource description
interface, model resources can be deployed in an appropriate compute node and thus create available

Figure 1. Basic concept of the model-deployment strategy.
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model services. The work involved in creating the service process must be validated, meaning that
the computational resource information should be compared with the model-deployment infor-
mation. With this interface-based design, a structural communication channel can be built across
various modellers and resource providers.

3. Deployment strategy of geo-analysis model resources

3.1 Model-deployment description method

Geo-analysis models are developed by various modellers, and the sharing and integrating of geo-
analysis models largely depends on fully understanding the deployment-related information. In
this case, understanding refers to both human-readable (so model users more completely understand
a model and can conduct more sophisticated applications) and machine-readable (to support devel-
oping more automatic deployment tools) information. Based on the description of the model-
deployment information, deployment packages should be built and uploaded to compute nodes.
Therefore, methods to organize the deployment information of geo-analysis models and build
deployment packages are necessary.

3.1.1 Deployment information of geo-analysis models
Geo-analysis models can generally be represented as mathematical models and implemented as
executable programs with specific parameters and runtime platform requirements (Granell, Schade,
and Ostländer 2013). For service users, one of the major advantages of ‘web services’ is reducing the
use of certain software that requires deploying a range of execution files in their own computers; for
service providers (service managers), this deployment work is necessary at the server end. Three
types of model-deployment-related information are shown in Figure 2.

Computer information primarily contains a description of hardware conditions. The execution
of geo-analysis models typically requires sufficient hardware conditions, such as memory size,
disk storage size, and CPU/GPU type. Some models that employ multi-core parallel computing
technology need to be installed on a machine with a multi-core CPU, and some models that use
GPU to process computation require a machine with appropriate types of GPU. These hardware
requirements must be verified before deploying some specific geo-analysis models in certain
machines.

Software information primarily describes the required software environment of the geo-analysis
models. The implementation of geo-analysis models is typically characterized by the individual incli-
nations and habits of the developer. For example, certain model developers may use a single file to
store the input data of a model, whereas others may employ multiple files to organize the input data;

Figure 2. Model-deployment-related information.
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certain model developers prefer executing models on the Linux platform, whereas others lean
towards executing models on the Windows platform. Thus, various technology approaches can be
employed to help develop models, such as different operating systems, program compiling environ-
ments, and other open-source or commercial software development kits. The deployed geo-analysis
models cannot be executed without the dependent software.

Model information primarily indicates the content of a geo-analysis model. Along with the evol-
ution of software engineering, a range of approaches have been designed to reduce the repeated pro-
gramming work and improve the reusability of other programs (e.g. the Component Object Model
and plug-in architecture). Similarly, the development of geo-analysis models also follows these
implementation approaches. In addition to the execution programs of geo-analysis models, some
related external Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs) are necessary to invoke execution; certain internally
referenced model data (such as configure files and customized supportive databases) are also
required.

Based on all of these characteristics of geo-analysis models, this paper designed a flexible and con-
trollable model-deployment interface.

In Figure 3(a), the Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagram of the model-deployment inter-
face (IModelDeployment) is introduced. There are four attributes in IModelDeployment: Entrance (in
ModelEntrance type), HardwareConfiguration (a set of ModelConfigures that depict hardware-
dependent information), SoftwareConfiguration (a set of ModelConfigures that depict software-
dependent information), and AssemblyConfiguration (a set of ModelAssemblys).

In ModelEntrance, Name indicates the execution program file’s name; Version provides the ver-
sion flag and its related web resource link; BaseDirectory gives the file system information for the
execution file; and ExecutionEntrance describes the function name to invoke the model execution
programs.

In ModelConfigure, key indicates the type name of the model-related resources (e.g. ‘Platform’ is
the depended platform type and ‘Runtime’ is the depended programming language runtime) and
value gives the name or file path information of the corresponding resource, including the software
environment (e.g. database-software dependency, system runtime package), execution-related files
(e.g. preload configure files, system demo files), model deployment help files, or website universal
resource links (URLs).

InModelAssembly, pathmeans the directory of a model execution-related assembly file, and name
describes the full name with the extension of this assembly file (.dll in WINDOWS environment, .so
in LINUX, etc.).

In Figure 3(b), one of the TauDEM models (Terrain analysis using Digital Elevation Models,
http://hydrology.usu.edu/taudem/taudem5/index.html) is employed to demonstrate the sample
implementation of the deployment interface. A lightweight Model Description Document is
employed to represent the corresponding information of a geo-analysis model. The designed
model-deployment interface is serialized in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format. The root
node is ModelClass (indicating the name and ID of a model); according to the design of the
model-deployment interface, the deployment information is organized in the Runtime node. The
Runtime node has three child nodes that represent hardware requirements (HardwareConfigures
node), software requirements (SoftwareConfigures node), and model execution files (Assemblies
node). Because different models require different hardware/software conditions, it is difficult to con-
struct a comprehensive description system for the key-value set in HardwareConfigures and Softwar-
eConfigures. In the detailed implementation of Model Description Document, several predefined
condition names for hardware (e.g. MemorySize, StorageSize, CPUCount, CPUInfomation, GPUIn-
formation) and software (e.g. Platform, Runtime, 3rdPartySoftware, DataFile) are provided, and
model providers can select specific items from them and then define the key parameter. Based on
the Model Description Document, the information on required hardware conditions and dependent
software environments can be organized in a structured manner and the execution-related files can
be clearly described.
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3.1.2 Design of model-deployment packages
Because geo-analysis models are closely related to specific modelling backgrounds and disciplinary
knowledge, the detailed implementations of geo-analysis models can vary and the input and output
data formats can differ. These heterogeneities must be reduced to provide model users a more con-
venient way to reuse different geo-analysis models. This work can be referred to as model encapsula-
tion and is aimed at mitigating original execution differences.

Figure 3. Design of the model-deployment interface.
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There have been numerous studies on combining original model execution programs into new
‘components’ (with the same calling and data input/output methods) (e.g. David et al. 2013; Wu
et al. 2015; Yue et al. 2015a). One prominent example is the WPS standard; by using Geographic
Markup Language as the data format and abstracting the execution of the geo-analysis model as ‘Pro-
cessing’, a range of model services can be built (such as the PythonWPS project (PyWPS) and the 52°
North project) (Latu et al. 2013). Another typical example comes from the Open Modelling Interface
(OpenMI) Association, which links different models by using a global standard for exchanging data
(Castronova, Goodall, and Ercan 2013). Through encapsulation, they invoke a variety of geo-analysis
models in a uniform manner.

This study attempts to develop a strategy based on encapsulation to deploy geo-analysis models as
available model services. It has been widely accepted that using structured zip files to build installa-
tion packages can effectively redistribute software. Based on this idea, some researchers have studied
moving-code packages that contain a description of the provided geo-processing logic and the plat-
form requirements as well as their specific implementation (Müller, Bernard, and Brauner 2010);
further research has extended this method to support the description of PaaS, IaaS, and licenses,
along with the ability to use arbitrary standards for functional description (Müller, Bernard, and
Kadner 2013). In borrowing this software engineering idea, this paper reorganizes the contents of
the deployment package into two levels: (1) the model-core deployment level; and (2) the model-ser-
vice-utility level. As seen in Figure 4, the model-core level primarily relates to model execution and
the model-service-utility level primarily relates to model services.

The model-core level of the model-deployment package includes the model-encapsulation files
and the Model Description Document. Figure 4 uses the same sample model in Figure 3 to illustrate
the model-deployment package. The original DinfFlowDir execution program is wrapped to expose a
set of uniformed invoking methods so that different models can be reused in the same manner (Yue
et al. 2015b). At the top of Figure 4, the $Encapsulation_DInfFlowDirection.dll is the encapsulated
dynamic link library that can be invoked by other programs (using dynamic load technology).
The $Encapsulation_DInfFlowDirection.mdl is theModel Description Document explained in Section
3.1.1. In the model-core deployment level, the model-deployment interface is implemented to
organize model execution-related resources in a structural manner.

In the model-service-utility level, except for the model execution-related files, other attached
information is provided to help more completely understand the deployed model service. The Sup-
portive fold primarily includes the installation files or URLs contained in the SoftwareConfigures
node (as explained in the Model Description Documentation). Moreover, in the Testify fold, the
demonstrate-data and a testify script are included to help verify whether a deployed model service
can be used; this can also help model service users more clearly understand the input/output data of a
model service and prepare appropriate data when using a specific model service. The testify-script
file primarily records the demonstrated input file name and output file name of a model. In addition,
a license document is included to explain the copyright of a model service.

By using the model-deployment interface, model providers can describe the information of the
model deployment more clearly and structurally. Model users or model-service managers can pre-
pare the model-deployment-related resources and ‘install’ a model service in a compute node more
conveniently with the help of model-deployment packages. Thus, the collaborative barrier between
model providers and model users can be reduced.

3.2 Computational resource description method

The execution-related environment of a geo-analysis model should be initially checked to see
whether it can be deployed in a certain compute node. The hardware conditions and software
environments of a compute node are described in the same manner as the design of the model-
deployment interface. The model-deployment interface can be used to develop an automatic verifi-
cation tool that compares the requirements of the ready-to-be-deployed model with the conditions
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of a specific compute node. With regard to the hardware conditions, several Operating System APIs
can be employed to enumerate the hardware parameters. Based on theModel Description Document,
every hardware requirement can be exposed and compared with the corresponding hardware par-
ameters. With regard to the software environments, the package list or system registry table for
each software requirement can be visited to check whether specific software has been installed in
the deployment target computer. If the deployment package contains the setup file for dependent
software, it will be auto-installed; otherwise, the deployment request will return a failure notice
back to the clients.

To deploy a geo-analysis model service in a compute node with an extremely flexible condition
(provided by geographically dispersed individuals or groups), the model and computer should coor-
dinate with each other. In addition to the construction of model-deployment packages, the method
for making a normal computer an available server that can be used to deploy models and provide
model services is also important.

With regard to the reusing of model services, the process can be outlined as shown in Figure 5.
Two basic components are essential between the model users (clients) and the execution of a model
(computation): the ‘web server’, which contains detailed execution, and the ‘message transfer’, which
builds the communication bridge between clients and servers. Although the implementation
methods of the geo-analysis model can vary (such as execution files, dynamic link libraries, or execu-
table scripts), it is necessary to design a model-services container that creates and manages model

Figure 4. Design of the model-deployment package.
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services from the deployment packages. In addition, the calling methods of various model services
can also be different (e.g. SOAP, REST, WPS); this is primarily caused by the specific implementation
of model encapsulation strategies. A model-services connector is needed to make it easy for model
users to use these different model services, and the service-usage methods should be well described.

3.2.1 Model-service container
Based on the above analysis, an extendable service container interface is designed to manage the
deployment of geo-analysis models and the published model services. The function structure of the
model-service container is presented in Figure 6. A compute node should have the capability to com-
municate with model providers (so that model-deployment package can be uploaded and managed)
andmodel-service users (so that model services can be called and then invoked). Thus, the information
on the deployment server is exposed to make it possible for model providers to connect with compute
nodes; the interface of managed deployment packages is offered for model providers to control their
own resources (e.g. update old packages or upload new packages). Similarly, the information on the
model-service server is exposed to provide the entrance for model users to use model services, and
the interface of managed model services is offered to manage the model services published in a com-
pute node (e.g. stop or delete a model service). In addition, the method of creating model services is
implemented to analyse the model-deployment packages and then generate available services.

Based on the analysis of a service container’s function structure, the basic design of a model-ser-
vice container is presented in Figure 7. IModelServiceManager is the interface that should be
implemented in a compute node to convert it from a normal computer to an available computational
resource. IModelServiceManager includes the deploymentServerList (indicating the information on
the deployment server), the deploymentManager (handling the manage logic of the deployment
packages), the modelServiceServerList (indicating the information on the model-service server),
and the modelServiceManager (handling the manage logic of the model-services). createService()
indicates the method for unzipping a deployment package and publishing it as a service. The hard-
ware and software conditions should be checked within the createService() process, and the model
service can be created and published only if the check results satisfy the demands of the model-
deployment requirements. Both the deployment server and model-service server are in list type so
that various geo-analysis models can be organized by categories. The deploymentServerList andmod-
elServiceServerList are described by ServerInformation, which primarily has the attributes ipAddress
(a series of numbers describing the Internet Protocol address of a model service), port (describing the
port number of a model service), and extensive (containing auxiliary information about the compu-
tational server). The deploymentManager is in IDeploymentManager type, which primarily includes
the methods Submit (to add a model package), Update (to update an existing model package), Query
(to obtain the information of a model package with some query conditions), and Delete (to remove a

Figure 5. Basic process of using model services.
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model package). The modelServiceManager is in IServiceManager type, which primarily includes the
methods Register (to publish a new model service), Update (to update current existing model ser-
vices), Query (to obtain the information of a model service with some query conditions), Delete
(to remove an existing model service), Start (to make a model service available to model users across
the internet), Stop (to make a model service unavailable to model users), and Pause (to make a model
service currently unavailable).

Service deployment work can be more flexibly controlled with the model-service container, and
the deployment packages can be more conveniently converted to available model services.

3.2.2 Model-service connector
Because different geo-analysis models are implemented by various technological approaches, the
usage of a model service can be diverse (based on the WPS standard, using SOAP or RESTful

Figure 6. Analysis of the function structure of model-service container.

Figure 7. Basic design of the model-service container.
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style). Figure 8 shows the basic model-service application scene. The model services can also be used
by different types of user clients that depend on specific modelling targets such as use by human indi-
viduals, integrating with other software, and composing according to certain service orchestration
scripts. Therefore, this study designed a Service Connector Abstract Layer between various
model-service manners and different service-user clients.

This abstract layer primarily processes the diverse model-service request/response operations. IMo-
delServiceConnector is designed to describe the operating instructions of a model service (see Figure 9).
In the IModelServiceConnector interface, the wkName is designed to provide the well-known name of
the operation method for a model service (e.g. the wkName of WPS indicates that the operation
method should follow to the WPS standard: GetCapabilities, DescribeProcess, Execution, or GetStatus).
The wiki attribute would give the URL for a specific execution style (e.g. the website of the WPS stan-
dard would be provided by the wiki attribute if the operation method of a model service follows the
WPS instruction). The operationList attribute is designed to provide the request methods of a
model service and the corresponding respond content (such as the DescribeProcess operation and
the process description document in the WPS standard). operationList is in OperationInformation
type, which primarily describes the Name (indicating the request name), Verb (e.g. POST and
GET), Request (indicating the request URL), and Response (indicating the response document).

The executionStyle attribute in the IModelServiceConnector interface describes the invocation
method of the model services. Because geo-analysis models are developed to depict complex environ-
mental processes and the execution of geo-analysis models typically involves a range of intermediate
steps, this study employed the concept ‘state’ to describe the execution process. Using a series of
‘states’, a model service can be clearly presented to model users and the detailed execution status
can be returned to model users. The execution manner of a model service is concluded as an enu-
meration: EExecutionStyle. There are three execution styles: StateSimulation style, SimpleCalculation
style, and TimeSeries style. Figure 9(b) presents the relation of these three styles, and the concept
‘state’ is demonstrated as node. With regard to the StateSimulation style, the model service runs
as a workflow that consists of a series of nodes. There is 1 start-node (indicating starting to use a
model service) and 1 end-node (indicating the execution has finished) within the entire execution

Figure 8. Basic application scene of model services.
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process and a range of state-nodes to perform detailed computation. With regard to the SimpleCal-
culation style, it is a special StateSimulation with only 1 start-node, 1 end-node, and 1 state-node. The
SimpleCalculation style model service is widely used in geo-processing; typical examples include
WPS-based model services such as computing buffer areas of feature datasets and computing a
region’s slope from DEM. With regard to the TimeSeries style, it is also a special StateSimulation
that has only 1 start-node, a range of state-nodes, and no end-node. The execution process of
model services in this style will restart once all of the state-nodes have been executed.

In addition, there are two methods in the IModelServiceConnector: verify() and routeMessage().
The method verify() is implemented to check if the requested URL string is correct, which means
that it should match with a specified item in the operationList. The method routeMessage() is
implemented to transfer the request of the model services and the posted data into the actual
execution of geo-analysis models.

With the proposed model-service connector, the deployment results of geo-analysis models can be
published as available model services, andmodel users canmore clearly understand how to use a model
service according to the description information exposed by the model-service connector interface.

4. Experiments

A prototype open-modelling platform was developed to verify the capability and practicality of the
proposed geo-analysis model-deployment method. Figure 10 introduces the basic architecture of this

Figure 9. Basic design of the model-service connector interface.
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modelling platform. The deployment process was conducted more easily based on the model-deploy-
ment description interface (implemented by model providers to describe model-deployment
packages) and the computational resource description interface (implemented by computational
resource providers to convert a compute node to an available model-service server and enable con-
nection with model-service users).

A collaborative strategy was realized for providing geo-analysis models and computational
resources while creating and reusing model services (see Figure 10). A portal website is employed
to help modellers work together through a universal entrance. There are three repositories within
this platform: the Deployment Package Repository, Model Resource Repository, and Computational
Resource Repository.

The Deployment Package Repository is used to save and organize various model-deployment
packages. The deployment process is presented in the left part of Figure 10. Through the portal web-
site, model providers can (1) submit model-deployment packages into the Deployment Package
Repository; (2) select a compute node from the Computation Resource Repository to deploy the
model service; (3) transmit the deployment package to the selected compute node and create the cor-
responding model service; and (4) if the geo-analysis model can be deployed in the selected compute
node and the model service has been successfully published, then the service can be registered into
the Model Service Pool as an available model service.

The Computational Resource Repository is designed to record all of the available compute nodes
within the platform. The computational resource providers should first implement the model-service
container and model-service connector in their ready-to-be-offered compute nodes. Then, they can
register the compute nodes as an available model-service server into the Computational Resource
Repository (see the right part of Figure 10).

The Model Resource Repository is designed to store and organize various model resources. After a
model-deployment package has been submitted to the Deployment Package Repository, an item that
records this model needs to be created and stored in the Model Resource Repository. The model-ser-
vice item in theModel Service Pool is then referenced by the unique identifier of amodel existing in the

Figure 10. Basic design of the collaborative modelling platform.
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Model Resource Repository. Because a model service can be published in multiple compute nodes, a
model can reference several model services. Model users can (1) discover their relevant model in the
Model Resource Repository; (2) visit all of the available model services that relate to the selected geo-
analysis model; and (3) use a specific model service (see the middle part of Figure 10).

An experimental package tool was designed and developed to help model providers more con-
veniently build the model-deployment packages. Figure 11 shows that the experimental package
tool primarily implements the model-deployment description interface; it is currently developed
based on the .Net platform. As shown in Figure 11, the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT,
http://swat.tamu.edu) model is employed to illustrate the package building process. To make it easier
for model users to use the SWAT model, the original execution program was encapsulated based on
the MapWindow SWAT (MWSWAT). Within the package tool, the encapsulated SWAT model was
imported to theModel Entrance. The hardware and software conditions were inputted into the tool;
the dependent assemblies were then auto-checked (some missing assemblies should still be imported
by users). Thus, the corresponding Model Description Document was generated as shown in Figure
11(a). With regard to the service-utility level information, the presented package tool provides func-
tions to import supportive resources, testify data, and license documents into the deployment pack-
age. Moreover, a testify-platform was also provided within the package tool that can check the

Figure 11. Prototype implementation of model-deployment package tool.
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execution result of the ready-to-deployed model in real time. The results of the sample SWAT model
are presented in Figure 11(b).

To address the compute node, this study also designed and developed an experimental model-ser-
vice container execution program and an experimental model-service connector execution program.
In Windows, this implementation is based on ASP.Net architecture; in Linux, the implementation is
based on the Node.JS project. Figure 12 shows the basic process of deploying a model service in a
compute node (Figure 12(a)), discovering a model resource in the model resource repository (Figure
12(b)), selecting a model service from the model-services pool (Figure 12(c)), and invoking an avail-
able model service (Figure 12(d)).

Based on the above analysis, this study builds a prototype system for sharing, reusing and execut-
ing geo-analysis models in an open web environment. Figure 13 presents some snapshots of this sys-
tem (http://geomodeling.njnu.edu.cn). A simple and typical example was employed to explain the
collaborative process when performing modelling by using resources provided by different stake-
holders. As indicated in the top-left part of Figure 13, a ‘China Sea Tide Simulation’model was pro-
vided by a model resource provider. By using the package tool introduced in Figure 11, the
deployment package for this model was built. The model-resource provider described the infor-
mation related to the model through the portal website and then uploaded the deployment package
into the Deployment Package Repository. As shown in the top-right part of Figure 13, a compu-
tational resource provider installed the model-service container and connector in the ready-to-be-
shared computer node (using the Internet Information Service tool on the Windows platform),
described the basic information concerning the computer node, and registered it into the Compu-
tational Resource Repository. Through the portal website, the ‘China Sea Tide Simulation’ model
could then be downloaded to the computer node as a deployment package to constitute the available
model service. As shown at the bottom of Figure 13, a model user discovered this model service from
the list of model services on the port website. The model user prepared the input data for the model
and built a modelling case by invoking the execution of this model service. Therefore, the model

Figure 12. Experimental implementation of model-service management tool.
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resource provider, the computational resource provider, and the model user collaboratively worked
together to build the modelling case.

5. Conclusions and future work

This study proposed reducing the difficulty in deploying model services in an open web environ-
ment, which is important in the reusing, sharing, and integrating of geo-analysis models. Using
the proposed model-deployment strategy, model resource providers and computational resource
providers can more conveniently and collaboratively work together. With the proposed model-
deployment description interface, the hardware, software, and model-related information can be
described in a flexible and extendable manner, and model-deployment packages can be built.
Based on the computational resource description interface, model-service containers and model-ser-
vice connectors can be implemented, thus making it more convenient for modellers to deploy var-
ious geo-analysis models in an appropriate compute node. Based on the proposed model-
deployment method, modellers from dispersed regions can more easily work together and provide
more dynamic and reliable geospatial information for the study of Future Earth. Moreover, the pro-
posed method can provide a promising, effective means for researchers to work collaboratively in
building a Digital Earth platform to simulate a complex and synthetic earth environment (e.g. global
changes, geographical processes with human impacts).

However, geo-modelling and geo-model integration research is ongoing, and the following
research topics should be addressed in the future:

(1) More complete and automated tools are needed to deploy model services. The technology and
architecture of geo-analysis models vary between different model developers. The proposed

Figure 13. Prototype system for sharing and integrating geo-analysis models in open web environment.
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model-deployment strategy can provide a clear and structured method to describe the deploy-
ment-related information of different geo-analysis models, but the selection of the appropriate
compute nodes to deploy models still requires manual effort. By interpreting the deployment
information, a more automated method of selecting compute nodes is needed to satisfy the
demands of building an extendable model library for dynamic simulations of earth environ-
ments in the study of Future Earth.

(2) Different web transmission methods should be considered to use model services and commu-
nicate with distributed model servers. After deploying geo-analysis models, model services
can be created and published. To use these model services more conveniently and effectively,
the data transmission and message communication between user clients and model-service ser-
vers should be coordinated. In addition to the general HTTP method, other methods (e.g. P2P
and WebSocket) should be employed to develop more useful modelling platforms.

(3) Based on the proposed Model Resource Repository, Deployment Package Repository, and Com-
putational Resource Repository, other applications (such as the service-composition, service-
orchestration, and geo-processing webs) can be built. QoS technology can be applied to support
more intelligent model-service selection. The Geo-Processing Workflow (GPW), Business Pro-
cessing Execution Language (BPEL), and other service-composition methods can be used to
build scientific workflows; the web crawler method can be developed to help discover interested
model resources.
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